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Jerome Corsi was a candidate for the Presidential
nomination of the Constitution Party in 2007. Mr. Corsi
has written numerous articles for WorldNetDaily
concerning establishment of global regional trading
blocks such as the NAU and EU for world governance.
Congressman Duncan Hunter from California was a
candidate for the Presidential nomination of the
Republican Party until he withdrew in late January
2008. Duncan Hunter was Chairman of the House
Armed Services Committee who presided over the
Major General Jerry Curry
funding for the development, construction and
installation of the US ballistic missile defense system. Hunter was the original sponsor of
legislation to build a border fence to limit and control illegal immigration. Hunter was an Army
Ranger and paratrooper.
Major General Jerry Curry was on the ballot in over 15 states for the Presidential nomination of
the Republican Party in 2007 and remains a candidate in 2008. Like Duncan Hunter, General
Curry was an Army Ranger and paratrooper. Curry’s positions on issues listed on his campaign
website closely parallel the positions taken by Duncan Hunter. Curry served in high-level
positions of the Carter, Reagan and HW Bush administrations.
I have personally spoken to and corresponded with Jerome Corsi and General Curry about the
agendas of elites to establish world government.
Corsi told me that he and others he associates with know that elites want to improperly and
illegally use US missile defense to create the conditions to establish a world government.
General Curry wrote to me that the information I provided to him verbally and in writing
“squares with the information that he has.” The information that Curry is referring to includes
not only using US missile defense to establish world government but also the deliberate nonenforcement of laws (for common crimes) against known Islamic terror organizations, members
and leaders inside the US as a means to advance world government agendas of elites.

I also have spoken to and corresponded with Mr. “T,” Duncan Hunter’s closest advisor for over
25 years and the man who served as chairman of Hunter’s Presidential campaign.
Mr. “T” discussed information with me concerning world government agendas very similar to
the information that I have also discussed with and provided Jerome Corsi and General Curry.
Mr. “T” also gave my statements, my information, my reports, my articles and my executive
summaries (backed up by members of the FBI and the US intelligence community) to Duncan
Hunter on this subject for Duncan Hunter’s review.
Mr. “T’ has assured me on several occasions that Hunter not only read my documentation
forwarded to him by Mr. “T,” but also that Duncan Hunter, and Mr. “T” agree with my
conclusions. As Mr. “T” said, “We agree with you Pat.”
Duncan Hunter’s Washington DC Congressional chief of staff has also spoken to me and
received some of the same information in written correspondence from me. Mr. “T” has helped
me apply for a formal meeting with Congressman Hunter though his appointments secretary who
I have also spoken to and corresponded with.
Here is a summary of the information that I have discussed with Corsi, Curry and Hunter that
they have told me they agree with, that “squares” with what they say they know:
1. Missile defense has been illegally and intentionally subverted and compromised by US
government officials to create the conditions to establish a world government. I directed them to
my NewsWithViews article US MISSILE DEFENSE, NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGIES
TRANSFERRED TO RUSSIA, CHINA. This article documents that GW and HW Bush have
attempted to transfer missile defense technology and command and control to the Russians and
Chinese to establish conditions to create a world government going back to 1983 under Reagan
(HW Bush was VP), increasing in 1991 under HW Bush, and accelerating under GW Bush from
2001 to the present time. I also cited to them the Secretary of Defense, Robert Gates, recent
proposals to share US missile defense and command and control with the Communist Chinese’s
and Russians starting in 2007 and continuing into 2008.
2. Laws (even for common crimes) are intentionally not being enforced by Federal agencies
against known Islamic terrorist individuals, leaders and organizations and illegal immigrants
(some are collaborating) inside the US for over a decade. I noted that the intentional failure to
enforce these laws is in itself a violation of the law. I also provided them documentation,
executive summary, and specific recommendations on this including the report and
recommendation that I wrote for the 9/11 Commission at the request of Speaker Dennis Hastert,
“Counter Terrorism Antecedents for the 9/11 Attacks.”
3. Communist China is the leading backer of Islamic terrorist groups, individuals and nations in
the world today operating in the Western Hemisphere and inside the US. China is being
intentionally allowed to operate 3000 know espionage front companies inside the US. The
previous and current administrations, going back to HW Bush, have intentionally not adequately
told the public about China’s actions, collaborations and threats, have not addressed it by their

policy actions, and in fact have, by their actions and lack of actions, encouraged the Communist
Chinese.
Condi Rice made a speech to the 2000 Republican Convention outlining why under GW Bush
China would be allowed to go unchecked or even called out in public discourse about these
matters. I heard the speech. Rice said the price we, the US, will pay for this policy is that we will
become more like China, but what we will gain is that China will become more like us and help
preserve world peace (and world government).
I have written this article so that Americans will now know that Jerome Corsi, Duncan Hunter
and General Curry agreed with my information and conclusions regarding the agenda of the
elites to establish world government to illegally transfer US missile defense and to intentionally
not enforce existing laws against known Islamic terrorists and illegal immigrants inside the US.
I want the American people to know that I urged General Curry, Duncan Hunter and Jerome
Corsi to personally tell the American people directly about these threats that are being used for
world government agendas. I urged them to do this every chance they get and/or can create to
afford the American people the ability to protect themselves, replace government officials and
change policies for the better. I believe Americans have a right and a need to ask Corsi, Hunter
and Curry to do more to fully inform them about these threats now that they have told me that
they also know about and believe the threats to be real.
These men have told the public that they ran for the nomination of their parties to help protect
America and provide for the security of their grandchildren. If they were sincere about this, then
they should stay the course and continue to tell the American people about the threats they told
me about and agreed with me on. In my opinion, they have a moral obligation to continue to do
this even though they are no longer candidates for the nomination of President by their parties.

Patrick Briley is a Navy Viet Nam era veteran who served on a Polaris ballistic missile nuclear
submarine patrol in the Pacific. His Polaris submarine patrol in far East Asia near China was
historically significant and exceptionally dangerous.
His Naval service was from 1968 to 1976 during the Viet Nam era. He was a battalion
commander of his Naval ROTC unit and a Midshipman on board the ballistic missile submarine,
SSBN 624, the Woodrow Wilson. He was chosen to serve under Admiral Rickover as a project
engineer at Naval Reactors near Washington DC. Patrick Briley started research and
investigation into terrorist attacks after the Oklahoma City bombing.
He submitted his findings concerning the OKC bombing and the 9-11 attacks in briefings to
high-level staff for the Senate Judiciary and Senate and House Intelligence committees, House
Speaker Dennis Hastert, and the 9-11 Commission.
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